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ABSTRACT
Secondary flow in a compressor, or, as simulated in a de-
celerating cascade, is of major significance in accounting for
the greater proportion of flow losses. Secondary flow is believed
to lead to excessive boundary-layer growth resulting in wall stall
of blade -row trailing edges. Control of secondary flow by means
of blade -tip slotting to prevent wall stall has been proposed and
is the subject of this report.
The technique of pressure measioring and visiial observation
of lamp-black patterns was used in this investigation to deter-
mine the effects of slotted blade tips on the secondary flow in
such a cascade. The blade tip slots somewhat reduced the low
energy, separated, back-flow areas along the blade suction sur-
face adjacent to the upper wall and on the upper wall itself.
While this probably increased blade loading, no noticeable im-
provements in the rotaticai and distortion of Bernoiilli s\irfaces
and reduction of adverse yaw and pitch angles was observed. The
results are not conclusive in that additional refinements to slots
may lead to Improved flow conditions.
Thesis Sijqpervisor : Robert C. Dean, Jr.
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Modem tiorbcmachlnes Incorporating decelerating blade peuseages
have flujhieved stage efficiencies on the order of 87%. Losses atc-
counting for this efficiency are currently believed to be of two
classes: 1) those due to profile or viscous drag on the blades
and 2) all other losses himped together and termed secondeuv flow
losses. Profile drag investigations have shown that these account
for about ^ of this total of 1% losses. To improve efficiencies
above present levels, attempts at control and improvement of
secondary flow conditions have been carried out and further in-
vestigaticnis proposed. One such investigation was the ccmtrol
of secondary flow by means of slotted blade tips, ^^ich Is the
subject of this report.
Secondary flow in general is taken as any deviation from
two-dimensional flow. For the purposes of this invest Igaticaa the
term secondary flow will be restricted to apply to that devlaticaa
from two-dimensional flow due to entering profile stagnation
pressure gradients normal to the plane of the turning channel.
As a result of secondary flow the distortion of Bernoulli sur-
faces, adverse yaw and pitch angles, at one blade row exit, pre-
vents the succeeding stage from accomplishing its designed work
load, at the same time reducing loading in the initial stage and
possibly leading to early separation fran the casing. Improve-
ments in stage i)erformance could be obtained with more uniform
inlet flow conditions at the second secticxi even at the saxirifice
of some loading in Intermediate stages.
c
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Thls secondary flow vas investigated by Van I^e (Ref . 1) .
Watscaa and Toline (Ref. h) investigated the effects of a moving
wall on secondary flow. Zika (Ref. 5) attempted with some suc-
cess the control of secondary flow with various blade tip shapes.
These and the present investigation were conducted iising the low-
speed wind tiinnel and cascade of blades, designed by Prof* R. C.
Dean, (Fig. 1) at the M.I.T. Gas Turbine Laboratory. This report
deals with attempts to Influence secondary flow by means of





Since the object of the blade tip slots vas to determine \Aiat
effect such slots had on the secondary flow, it vas first necessary
to determine \ri]other tmifonn Bernoulli surfaces and imiform ;^v
angles existed upstremn of the cascade. This vas necessary to
insure that ncm-xmiform \4>8tream flov conditions vould not be
reflected in the dovnstream measurements. The first tests in-
dicated both non-^iorizontea Bernoulli surfaces and non-uniform
yav angles. By use of suction slots, see Appendix A, substan-
tially uniform Bernoulli surfaces and yav angles (Fig. 7-1) were
obtained in the center section of the duct. To talce advantage of
uniform flow conditions in the center section of the duct, it
vas decided to take the dovnatream mesAvireoients in channels h,
3, and 6 (Fig. 5) * Yftv angle, pitch angle, and stagnation pressure
readings vere taken from the center of channel No. 6 to the cen-
ter of channel Ho. ^. Measxirements in three channels vere made
to ina\zre that flov conditions in all channels vere essentially
the saoe.
Since this investigation undertook the determinaticm of the
effect of blade tip slots on secoadaxy flov, the first run vas
of necessity a standardization run in vhich NACA ^-digit series
airfoils vith no tip slots vere used. This nm, as veil as eLll
other runs, xaa made vith no end clearance, zero incidence angle,
Reynolds nimiber apprcaclmately 170,000, end vith a pressure dif-
ferential of 2*3 inches of vater betveen the timnel plenum and




lAlch had been tapi>ed for the determination of the static pres-
sure distribution on the blade surface (Fig . 3) . The first
measurements were of the top wall static pressure (Fig. 15-1).
)&iltiple tube water oemometers were used for these measurements.
Static pressure distrib\xtic»i oa the blade surfaces was then
determined by closing all but one of the blade tap rows with
cellophane tape and measuring pressiures cm the open row with the
water manooaeters. This procedinre was repeated to obtain the
distribution at each of the spanwise stations. The five-^iole
wedge probe was then aligned for measuring downstream (Plane "B")
stagnaticsi preasxire, yaw angle , and pitch angle. Plane "B" was
located at X » l/l6 in. (i.e., about 2 percent chord) downstream
of blade Ho, > trailing edge. MeaAvtrements were made close to
the trailing edge because it was desirable to determine the
nature of the flow prior to any downstream mixing. Stagnaticm
pressure, yaw angle, and pitch euigle data was obtained at Y » 1.4 in.,
Z " 8.0 in., (i.e., at midstretta-midspan of channel No. 5). This
was done first in order that a running plot of percent of mid-
stream stagnation pressiure, yaw angle, and pitch angle relative
to the midstream valiie could be maintained to indicate deviations
from uniform flow. The probe was then set by counter reading at
a given spanwise statical and a ccoxplete traverse in the Y-direction
made, holding Z ccnatant. At each point the prc)be was nulled in
pitch and yaw (i.e., the pitch and yaw \#ere varied until a zero
reading c»x the galvanometer indicated no transducer output),
before recording stagnaticai pressiire, yaw and pitch angles. The
(
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Z dimension was then changed and another tiraverse in the Y-direc-
tion made. Where substantial gradients In stagnation pressure,
^v or pitch angles were indicated, the spacing between reading
points was decreased. The mininrum spacing of points in the Y-
direction was .0^6 inches. Traverses were made at the follow-
ing spanwise stations: Z » .020 in., 04o in., .10 in., £^ in.,
.^0 in., .13 in., and 1.0 in. with partial traverses interspaced
where the running plot indicated substantial gradients in the Z-
direction. Because of the time required to make a complete tra-
verse of the test section it was decided that a quicker means of
determining whether the blade tip slots wez*e having any effect
on the flow must be found. It was decided that lamp-black
patterns of the blade surfaces and top wall would give such an
indication. These patterns were made by spraying the blades
with a solution of lemip black and kerosene. The flow 6J.0Qg the
blades and wall left traces in the lamp-black solutioa, the low
energy flow regions leaving heavier deposits of solution.
Fig. 8 shows patterns obtained with the standard blade, no tip
slot (Run 1), with which all slotted tip patterns were compflLred.
To minimize blade machining costs, three blades, with three
-
inch detachable tips were manufactured. Slots were cut in these
tips. Size and shape of slots tested are Indicated in Figs. l6,
17* 19, 20, 21, and 22. To test each slot it was only necessary
to chsmge blade tips. The \ise of three similar slotted tips





Run No. 2 vas^ with tip Blot (A), (Fig. l6) . Measurements
made on Run 1, including lan^ -black patterns, were repeated
with the exception of top wall and blade surface static pres-
sures. These results weire caapared to those of Run 1,
Slot (B), (Fig* 17) « vas tested on Run 3. Measurements
as for Riin 2 were repeated and results caapared with those of
Runs 1 and 2.
A modification of slot (B)
,
(Fig. 17), was tested in Run h.
Lamp-black patterns and spot checks of stagnation pressure in-
dicated that the modification created negligible change froa
results of the unmodified slot.
Slot (C) was tested on Run No. 5- Measur«aents as for
Run 2 were a^tn repeated and resiilts compared to those of all
previous runs.
Slot (D) was then produced and tested in Run 6* Procedure
OJB for Run ^ was repeated. The sanie procedure was also followed




In axlally syxmoetric fluid flov machinery deviation from tvo*
diiiienslonal flov is caxised by euch factors sls: lack of radial
equilibriisQ, relative rotation of the flov in a rotating passage,
amd velocity gradients normal to the plane of a turning channel.
The last factor vas considered the initiating cause of secondary
flov in this investigation. For the purposes of this discussion,
this flov vill be defined as secondary flov.
In Reference 2, Havthome has shovn the change in vorticity




^(Po/p)« gradient of po/p ^
Pq « stagnation pressure ' |ifct_
p • stream density ^^fe^-
-^
cr vorticity vector
S vorticity component tangent to streamline
<r • vorticity ccmponent norxaal to streamline
Cf^r-v^-Z-u, i^
i
Presuming that the Bernoulli sxirfacee at the entrance of an axlally
syDometrlc aachine blade row are concentric sheets, or In the case
of a cascade, horlzcmtal sheets, then Is at a maximxm of 90^ at
this point, giving rise to a maximisn vorticity generation.
p /p is a ftmction of the entering velocity profile and is a
maximvDi at the outer casing or top wall. With constant static
pressure In the entering plane, vorticity generation rate increases
through the boundary layer to a maximum at the ujj^r vail. Inte-
gration of vorticity in a plane normal to the plane of the bend















The velocity ccmponents obtained from such integration would be
much greater at the wall than at the edge of the boiindary layer.
Thus velocities from (a) to (b) are very small compared to
i
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velocities from (c) to (d) . This is a result of the variation in
p /p previously menticMied. In addition, the suction surface
velocity component, (d) to (a) is much larger than the pressure
surface cooiponent (b) to (c) . This is explained by considering
that the rotation of Bernoulli surfaces through the bend, shifts
and txnms the stagnation pressure gradients and resulting vor-
ticity to\i»rd and dovn the suction surface. Final integration
of vorticity in a plane normal to the bend vould give the above
velocity distributions.
A further manifestation of this passage rotation and result-
ing lift reducticm is the existence of large spanvise pressure
gradients in the mid-chord region of the siaction surface. Al-
though a fair approximation of this pressure gradient can be pre-
dicted by tvo'Kiiaensionsd methods, the three-dimensional, second-
ary flow, method (Havthorne, Ref . 2) previously discussed, more
nearly approaches physical conditions in the flov. Once a slot
is placed in the blade, the picture is coc^licated byi 1) pres-
sure changes to satisfy the Kutta condition at the leading air-
foil trailing edge and 2) the moanentun exchange due to mixing of
slot and suction surface flov* Nevertheless it appears that if
8epeu:*ated areas could be reduced, blade lift at the tip should
Improve slong with a reduction in spanvise pressure gradients.
Therefore, it was felt by the authors that a reduction in the
separated region would be an indicati(» of reduced secondary flov.
Actual measurements shoved (Figs. 13 and 1^) that spanvise
pressure gradients existed on the sucti<m surface a^ predicted, and
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that these same gradients reversed In direction, and of inuch smaller
magnitude exist on the pressure surface.
Rapid decelearation of the low-energy boundary-layer fluid on
the tc^ wall, near the blade suction SMctace, produces the well-
known phenanena of "wall stall** • The low-energy fluid, unable to
traverse the rising pressure gradient, reverses flow direction.
The influence of the wall rising pressure gradient, together with
that along the blade surface causes this reverse flow to occur
both c«i the wall and the blade forming a wedge cxf separated flow
in the vcpper suction comer. This, coupled with the effect of
considez^able fluid velocities across the i>assa^e from (c) to (d)
previously explained, causes an accumulation of low-energy fluid
in this upper suction corner, aa shown in Fig. 9* Stalling of
wall and blade is then even more aggravated. The previously de-
scribed passage rotation velocities down the suction surface
start to move this accumulated low-energy fluid cm down the suc-
tion surface, elongating the sex>arated regions (Fig. 9) • This
large stalled area is a manifestaticm of the rotation of Ber-
noulli surfaces alcmg the suction side with high ne^^tive pitch
angles and extensive overturning as shown in Figs. 9i 10, and 11.
Such a flow pattern is the general picture of secondary flow.
An examination of Fig. 1^ confirms that the maximum span-
wioe suction surface gradients occur in the mid-chord region. In
this investigation an attempt was made to reduce this apanwise
gradient by accelerating the low-energy boundary-layer fluid.
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S\ich a reduction In speuavise gradients shcnild redxxce the accuiau-
latloa of low-energy fluid on the suction surface of the blade
thereby reducing the Bernoulli sxnrface distortions. Large varia-
tions in pitch and yav angle should also be redxiced. There are
also possibilities of increasing the blade loading within the
boundary layer. The method of energizing the low-energy fl\iid
was by means of blade tip slots (Figs. l6, 17, 19, 20, 21, and
22) . The slots bled relatively high energy fluid from the pres-
sure surface of the blade to the low-energy regions <mi the
suction surface.
Bun No. 1 was with standard blades and no tip slots. The
lamp-black patterns (Fig. 6) show low-energy fluid regions alcuog
the upper wall and blade surface, typical of "wall stall" pat-
terns. An examination of the top wall pattern shows some reverse
flow within this low-energy region. A close exaralnaticxi of blade
suction surface shows downflow beginning at about l/2 chord. The
pressxire surface of the blade shows a slight upflow near the
trailing edge. The Bemovilli surface contours substantiated the
predicted cc»itour rotation and accumulation of low-energy fluid
between the top wall and suction siarface of the blade. The yaw
angle contours (Fig. 10) show, as predicted, large components of
velocity towsu^ the suction surface near the upper wall, €uid com-
ponents toward the pressure svirface in the lower regions of the
boundary layer. Negative yaw angles as defined in Fig. 3 will
be referred to as overturning cuid positive angles as undertum-
ing. The pitch angle contours (Fig. 11) showed relatively large
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dovnflov velocities on the svkction siarface and small upflov velo-
cities on the pressure surface. All the above flow conditi(»iB
vere manifestations of secondary flov. The static pressure cc»i-
tours on the top wall (Fig. 15-1 ajid 15-2) verified large over-
turning near the wall. The C contours (Fig* 15«*1) shoved t3aa.t
static pressure along the blade suction surface rises much
faster near the blade tip than at midspcm. These contours, lamp-
black patterns, and spanvise pressure plots (Fig. Ik) indicated
the approximate chordwise location of slot exit to obtain best
results
.
The first slot tested (slot A) is shown in Fig. 16 . The
purpose of this slot was to see vhat effect a small slot would
have on the flow. The Ismp-black patterns (Fig. 16) showed no
material change over the standard blade restilts. The top wall
pattern showed the same evidence of reverse flow and large over-
tuzning. A downstream (plane B) traverse confirmed that there
had been no change in Bernoulli surface, yaw or pitch contours.
This, however, was esqpected since the slot entrance ves in a
region of very low energy and the slot L/D ratio was relatively
large.
Run No. 5 was with slot (B) (Fig. 17) • This slot incor-
porated a smaller L/D ratio and an accelerating passage. The
slot entrance was enlarged by extension down into the high
energy fluid region. The laa^ -black patterns (Fig. 17) showed
a smaller region of low-energy fluid near the blade trailing
edge. The top wall pattern showed slight reductions in the
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reverse flow. An examinatlcoi of the suctlcm surface pattern
indicated there vas soo&e reduction In downflov In the mldchord
reglcm. This led to the conclusion that sufficient acceleration
existed in the slot flov to partially energize the suction
surfeu:e boundary layer. The continued occurrence of "vail stall**
aiul slight dovnturning ahead of the slot indicated that mare
acceleration and/or mass flov vas needed. In meeting the Kutta
c<»ditlon at the trailing edge of the leading airfoil, the suc-
tion surface flov had decelerated sxifficiently to generate scrae
spanvise pressiire gradient. The Bernoulli surface contours
(Fig. 18) verified a slight reduction in the rotation of these
surfflLces. The region of very flov energy fluid vas reduced*
The yav contours (Fig. id) shoved some reduction in overturning.
The results from Run No. 2 sviggested that optimum results
had not been attained from the slot flov. The lamp-black patterns
shoved that the slot Jet vas not adhering completely to the blade
surface, thereby partly dissipating its momentum in the main flov
rather than vithln the boundary layer. For this reason, the
sharp corner occuring at the intersection of the slot rear vail
end the suction svirfaxse was roiinded slightly to direct the flov
eJ.(xig the blade siirface. This slot, designated slot (B) modified,
vas tested in Run No. 4. The results are shovn in Fig. 23. Lamp-
black patterns are not shovn becaiise no appreciable change from
those of slot (B) vas noted. The lov-energy region as measured
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dovnstream did show a slight reductlcm. These results led to the
manufacture of slot (C)
.
B.^^n So. 3 vas niade vlth slot (C) . Modification of slot (B)
vas continued hy more rounding in the same regicsa and extending the
trailing edge of the upstream airfoil to direct the exit flow Sklcmg
the blade surface. Figs. 19 and 23 show the results of this run.
Leonp -black patterns indicated that flow along the tz^ailing edge
extension consisted of very low energy fluid. At first it vas
believed that this could be a local condition caused by the Joint
between the extension and the blade trailing edge. Downstream
measurements of stagnation pressiure (Fig. 23) , however, indicated
tl^t the low<-energy region had extended down the suction surface
of the blade more than with slot (B) . This led to the belief that
the low-energy flow on the trailing edge extensicm was not a
local condition but the beginning of flow separation. This showed
that original location of slot exit was expropriate if flow se-
paraticm and the accompanying spanwise pressinre gradients were to
be reduced. If the slot exit was placed too far bax:k on the chord,
Jet velocities were less due to reduced pressure differentieil
across the slot. Related to this through the Kutta condition is
the observed suction siirface fluid separation ahead of the slot.
If the slot exit v»s placed too far forward, ^diile the xuressure
differential across the slot was increased, the suction surfeu:e
fluid velocity probably approaches the Jet velocity and little
mcmentum exchaz;ge results.
Bun No. 6 was made with slot (D) (Fig. 20) . This slot had
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an Increased exit area. The resxilts of this run. are shown in
Figs. 20 and 23. The laap-black patterns still shoved dovnflov
(m the auction surface. The dovnstream measurements shoved a
larger region of lov<«nergy fluid than did slot (C) . This was
felt to be tbs resiAlt of reduced slot acceleration and continued
failure of the slot Jet to follow the suction blade surface.
Run No. 7 vas laade with slot (£) (Fig. 21) . This slot was
similar to slot (D) but was .25 in. further frcoi the top than
slot (D) . The results of this run are shown in Figs. 21 and 25*
The lamp-black patterns showed little change from those observed
previously. The downstream oeasureDients (Fig. 23) shoved cc«i-
siderable change in the boundaries cf the low-energy region.
With the slot further down the blade, hig^r energy fluid was
available at the entrance of the slot. Suction surface velo-
cities were clLso higher, and blade surface boundary layers thinner,
This illustrates the ccaiditlon where the slot exit is not back
feur enough. There probably was little mooientun exchange between
the slot fluid and the suction sxarface fluid. The result mbm
to extend the low-energy fluid regicm further down the blade. The
thickness of the low-energy region near the upper wall was re-
duced because the upper portion of slot exit flow was in the pro-
per chtMTd position to energize the eucticai surface fluid. The
lower portion of the slot exit flow was felt to be ineffectual
due to hi^oer suction sxnrface velocities. This analysis would
seem to overstress the ic^ortance of slot exit position within a
span increment of .23 inches. However, an examination of the
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entering profile (Fig. 7-2) ahovs large velocity gradients within
the .23 inches in question. The loap-black patterns also show a
considerable change in chord positicsi of the separation x>oint within
this .25 inches.
Run Ro. 8 was made with slot (F) (Fig. 22) . This slot was
an attejapt to keep the suction ettrface fluid frcm sepetrating by
energizing it alcxig the chord with multiple slots. The lamp-black
patterns of the blade (Fig. 22) showed no significant changes.
The top wall pattern showed negligible backflow at the trailing
edge but backflow downstream of the first and second slots. The
downstream measurements (Fig. 25) indicate that there has been a
sli^^t energizing of the fluid at the trailing edge, but prac-
tically no effect at the midchcard region. These results support
the belief that the midchord region was critical and that if
separation could not be prevented there, little effect on the
flow could be expected.
In general, these runs cuad the static pressiire measure-
ments on the blades and top wall showed that the midchord region
had the largest spanwise gradients. These gradients shotold be
reduced if secondary flow is to be reduced. These runs showed
seme evidence that the energy of the flow obtainable froa a blade
tip slot is marginal, and that the exit must be located properly
if practical resxilts are to be obtained. The optimum position
seems to be Just ahead of the separated region. If the spanwise
position of slot exit is lowered, it must be moved back on the
chord, otherwise the ratio of the Jet velocity to suction surface
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boundary layer velocity is tc» lov to give sufficient maaentiaa to
the boundary-layer fluid. The directing of the jet fluid is also
a necessity. Unless the Jet is directed alcmg the blade surface,
much of its mcmentxtaa e^iperently is dissipated vithin the main
flov rather than the boundary layer*
Attempts vez*e made to determine \^ether the dovmstream
Bernoulli contours represented constant velocity contours by
evaluation of static pressures. (Fig. 7-3 is the result.) The
ccmtours can be said to represent an i^prcacimation of the static
pressure, since large errors were involved in the mea8ur«aents
(see Instrumentation) • The trend of the contours seem to indi>
cate a slightly rising static pressure gradient from the top vail
tovard midsx>an, with small gradients in the lateral direction.
If this is correct, little error vould be involved in the pre-
sumption that Bernoulli contours represented constant velocity
contours. The labeling of these contours in percent of midstream
value, however, vould have to be revised to account for the span-




This partial Investig^tlozi of the ccntrol of secondary flov
by blade tip slotting shoved that:
1) blade loading in tip regions may be increased by re-
ducing lov energy and separated areaB on the blade sur-
fstce, i.e», im^oving pressiire gradients alcmg the
profile;
2) vithin the range of tip slots tested the reduction of
rotation and distort icxi of Bernoulli surfaces, and re-
duction of yav and pitch angle irregularities, is
negligible;
5) ^ere separated areas vere reduced the regions from
vhich they were removed showed very lov energy levels
herein acciiracy of measurements vas very poor,
rt vas evident that unless the slot entrance extended dovn*
vard, well into the region of high-energy fluid, the mass flov
throui^ the slot was insufficient to affect the suction surface
conditicHis. It vas also shown that vith slots tested, a highly
convergent slot passage vas necessary to obtain high exit velo-
cities. This restilted in a very small slot exit area. Vlhen this
exit area vas reduced the mass flov was also reduced. The result-
ing small amount of high-energy fluid had insufficient effect on
flov cozulitions. To increase mass flov, exit areas need to be as
large as those of slot (B) (about 3A6" deep) . Unless more high-
energy fluid is induced into the slot entrance, additional high-
ei»rgy fluid vill probably have to be added from outside the main
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stream. Removal of the vhole separated reglc»i vould probably be
iiDpractical without this introduction of external fluid.
Finally, with the manufacturing zoethods used and time avail*
able^ it vas Impractical to test further Biota which might have
produced better results* It is suggested that the following
analytical means of evaluating optlmisa slot configuirations be
evaluated.
First, from knowledge of static pressvire on the suction sur-
face, appraxlmate the flow velocities at various points upstream
of the separated area. This should be a measure from which to
choose slot exit velocities ii^ich would impart maximum mcmentum
to the flow do\mBtream of the slot, m t\u*n, this should have
an optimum effect on the separation phenomena. Baving determined
practical limits oa entrance and exit areas of slot (about those
of slot (B) ) , select several exit locations along the suction
sxnrface. Using known static pressures at these selected points
evaluate pressure diffez'ences across the slot for the constant
inlet pressure selected. From these pressure differences calculate
exit velocities obtainable at each point. Ccmparing these velo-
cities with suction surface velocities obtain the point of optimum
Blot location.
CcHisiderations of flow exit directions from the slot indicated
that even in the final slots tested the flow was not adhering to
the blade surface and as 8\2ch not parallel with suction surfflu:e
flow. With the use of a template and machines available to the
laboratory, it is felt that a blade tip slot incorporating suLl
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previously mentioned features could be produced.
In viev of this the following slot configurations are recca<
mended for maniifaxsture and test.
(G) As sbovn belov the slot should produce parallel maln-
stream and slot flow in the exit regions*
(H) The possibility of separation on the trailing edge of
the leading profile suggests the isanufact\xre of slot (H) shown below.
The decireased curvature of the suction surfeice should tend to
reduce adverse pressure gradients and eliminate separation of flow
forward of the slot area. This slot again would incorporate the
features of parallel flow in slot exit regions.
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Slot (l)^ shown above, would allow the introduction of high
energy external flow. With this slot nvoierous exit configura-
tions and cozresponding mass flows could be evaluated.
It is further siiggested that wooden tips be tried for future
investigations to facilitate slot modifications. This method of
modification on metal blades was used successfully by the authors.
Vhen an optimum slot is designed it should be machined in the
pressure tap blades and the spcuiwise lift variations determined
and compared to the results from the standard blade.
The attempts to meeisure absolute static pressures and static
pressure variations in plane (B) were not very successful pro-
bably since the reference pressure was so close to the static
pressure. This introduced large percentage errors in galvano-
meter readings. Also, since the total pressure used in calculations
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vlth the spherical probe had to be obtained by interpolation fur-
ther large ];>ercentage errors were introduced. As a result it is
recooimended that further attempts be made to obtain accurate
static pressures in plane (B) . This vould permit evaluations
of exact velocities at all points in plane (b) and facilitate
loss calculations. The spherical probe should be utilized but
with a more sensitive, highly damped measuring device. In
addition, total and static pressure readings should be taken
at identical locations to eliminate further inaccuracies.
Another possible method of static pressure measurement is
with a very small four -hole static probe. This could be made
of .020" O.D. nickel or similar tubing. The static holes vould
then be much closer to the tip. Having obtained stagnation,
pitch and yav measurements at a point with the five -hole probe,
this static probe could be aligned vith the flow. The static
pressure holes or the tip of the probe itself could be placed
at the point in question. The percentage error would probably
be about the same for both locations but in any case less than
that from the spherical probe. Vith this smaller probe it vo\ild
be practical to obtain static pressure readings much closer to




All picko^tp probes and mea8uz*lng devices \ised in this Inves-
tigation vere those camaonly vised In fluid flov measurements.
All pressure measurements vere gauge pressures. The reference
atmosphere vas taken In the room below the test cell to insure
a steady reference presstjre during each run.
A total pressure prxsbe vas mounted in the plenum chamber up-
stream of the converging nozzle section and \ised to maintain a
constcmt pressure differential betveen atmosphere and tunnel
stagnation pressure during aill runs. This total pressmre probe
vas cQsmected to one end of a Meriam inclined vater mancraeter,
the other end of the mancmeter being connected to the reference
atmosphere
.
Meaaurements dovnstream of the cascade
,
plane (B) , vere made
with a five-hole wedge probe (Fig. 2a) . This probe consisted of
five stainless steel hypodermic tubes soldered together and
machined at the tip to form a 60-degree c(»e. The overall
diameter of the probe vas .075 inches. This probe ^ve a stag-
nation pressure reading independent of yav or pitch within a
cone of ten degrees. The 8t€Lgnation pressure picked up with this
probe vas meeisured by means of Statham differential transducers
and O.M. Laboratory galvanometers. The differential transducers
ccxapared the total pressure vith the reference atmosphere. The
transducer output vas measxured vith the calibrated galvancmeter
.
Each galvancmeter scale division represented a pressure difference
of .0069 psi vith a reading accuracy of + .2 scale divisions. The
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mid8tream-iBld8i>an total pres8\ure reading was on the order of
11.2 scale divisions. Thus, if probe recovery factor, trans-
ducer error, and ged.vanoDieter error are ccaisidered constant, the
percent stagnation pressixre as ccmputed is accurate within + 2
percent. Althou^ the skssmption of constant probe recovery
factor, transducer error, and galvancoeter error is not en-
tirely valid, the absolute valties of these errors are small and
their change vith stagnation pressuire is even smaller. Thus the
statement of no more than ^ 2 percent error in percent of mid-
streamMnidspeui stagnation pressure is considered valid. Pitch
and yav angles were established by means of differential trans
-
diicers and center reading galvanoBieters . The transducer used
in measuring yaw angles differed from that used in measuring
stagnation pressure in that the two pressxzre yaw holes were
connected to either side of the transducer die^phra^n. Thus when
the center reading galvanometer indicated zero transducer out-
put the probe was aligned with the flow. Pitch readings were
obtained in the same manner. A flexible shaft -gear system
between the ccmtrol peuxel and traversing mechanism provided for
yawing and pitching of the probe. A mechanical counter geared
to this system indicated yaw positioa as a counter reading.
Thus the difference in counter reading between that at midstream-
midspan and any other point indicated the yaw angle at this
XHSint relative to that at midstreamHiiidsipan. (tee digit on the
counter corresponded to a change in yaw angle of + .1 degree.
Therefore, neglecting mechanicaLL errors, the probe yaw angle
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could be determined vithln + .1 degree. Some beurklash existed
in the system which necessitated approaching the final yaw
posltlcm from the same direction for each reading. As this
backlash vas on the order of two co\mter digits, it is felt
that yav axigle reading error vas no vorse than + .2 degrees.
Other possibilities of error are introd\iced by probe alignment
axid by the finite separation of the yav holes on the probe. A
transit vas \2sed to align the probe such that the probe tip
vas at the center of rotaticai v^en yav or pitch vere Introduced.
The finite hole spacing (.055 in. center to center) would intro-
duce appreciable error only in regit^is of high yav gradient in
the Y-direction. Such gradients were found only in the blade
vake regicna. Both of these exrors are therefore considered
small as compared "t^ith the residing error. The pitch angle vas
read directly from the pitch arm scale (Fig. 1-2) . The smallest
pitch arm scale division vas .2 degrees. Errors of the same
nature as yav errors vere Introduced in pitch angle readings.
Again the error is conservatively estimated as not more than
+ .2 degrees.
Probe positioning in the Y-Z plane vas acccmpllshed through
the traversing mechanloa. A selsyn system geared throu^ the
traversing mechanism lead screvs, and driving mschanieal counters,
eiUoved reading aS prcA>e position vithin ^.001 in. in both the Y
€U3d Z directions. Experience shoved that a return to any counter
reading, repositioned the probe to vithln ^.01 in. of its
original position. Since the probe position was transmitted
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through counters, it vas necessary that the counter reading at
the origin of the axis be determined. The origin vas taken at
the intersection of the top vail and the trailing edge of blade
No. 5 (»ee Fig. 5) • The positioning of the probe at this point
was by eye and is caisidered to have been within + .02 in.
Thixs the position of the probe relative to the blades vas deter-
mined within + .05 in. in both the Y and Z directions. Errors
of such magnitude are insignificant on the Bernoulli surface,
yaw angle, and pitch angle contour plots.
Meausurement of yaw angle and stagnation pressxnre at
Z » .02 in.. were made with a three-hole probe (O.D. » .030 in.)
(Fig. 2b) . The same system of measureaients vas used vlth this
pirobe as vas used with the five -hole probe.
Measurement of xipstream (plane (A)) stagnation pressure and
yaw angle were with a five -hole wedge probe (Fig. 2a) . The
differential transducer, galvanometer system was used with
this probe.
The top wall static pressure and static pressxire on the
blade surfatces vei^ measured with multiple tube (5/^** dia.)
water manooeters, using atmosphere as reference. The reading
accuracy vas approximately +.02 in. of water.
In order to determine v*«ther Bernoulli surfaces represented
constant velocity surfaces, upstream (plane (A)) and downstream
(plane (B)) static pressure traverses were made. The upstream
static pressure traverse was made with a four-hole static
pressixre probe (Fig. 2c). The differential transducer-
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galvancaeter system of measxxreaezits vas used. The error in these
measurements is considered to have been ^»0'^ in. of water
(^.2 galvancoeter scale divisions) . Because of the tbree-dlfflen-
siooal nature of the flow downstream (plane(B)), a static
pressxire probe insensitive to yaw or pitch was required. A
spherical probe (Fig. 2d) and the different iad. transducer -gal*
vanometer system were xised for these measur^oents * This probe
vas originally designed by Flow Corporation (Hef . 9) for the
measurement of velocity head, and required knowledge of stag-
nation pressure, Mach nuaber and spherical probe reading at
each point to calculate static pressure. The aictual computa-
tion of static pressiire uas made by the following formu3^,
p „ p . (^stag.' Vobe)
'static '^stagnaticm 1 ••• K
wiiere K is a functicxi of yaw angle, pitch angle, and Mach
mnber. The reading errors of both p . . . and p . were
stagnation probe
+ .038 in. of water (+.2 galvancoeter scale divisions). The
stagnation pressure readings, however, were not always taken
at exactly the same point as p , , requiring a linear inter-
polation for Pataflnaticm* This interpolation Introduced seme
error, the magnitwie depending on the stagnation pressure
gradients. Considering Interpolation and reading errors it is
believed that the static pressure as computed could not have
been any more accurate than ^.07 in. of water (^A galvano-
meter scale divisions) . Because these meaisurements were made
downstream of an open casceuie, the static gauge pressure
(Fig. 15-1) was low (from -.2 in. of water to •.13 in. of water),
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resulting in large percentage errors in readings. The probe,
according to tbe manufacturer, is inacciurate within 3/^ ^* ^
any surface, hence the error within these regions is unpre-




This Inveetlgation vas conducted vith the Iow««peed vind
tunnel at the M.I.T. Gas Turbine Laboratory. The tunnel has a
velocity on the order of 120 feet per second. Details of con-
struction are fouisd in Refs. 6, 1, and 8. The tunnel nozzle
was modified (Appendix A) prior to this investigation to pro-
vide more uniform flov conditicHis.
The cascade (Fig. 1-1 and 1-2) vas designed by Professor
Robert C. Dean. It consists of nine RACA four -digit series
airfoils on a circular arc mean camber line of h.63 inches.
The chord length vas 2.8o inches, the thickness ratio 9%, the
spacing 2.8 inches, and the span 16 Inches. The blades vere
installed vith a zero incidence angle.
Tvo blades vere made for measuring static pressuire distrl-
bixticn on the blade surface, (Fig. ^) . Such pressure distri-
butions were deeaed necessary to determine the spanvise pressure
gradients, an Important factor in secondary flov, and to facili-
tate analysis of spanvise lift variation. These blades ccxi-
slsted of 19 spanvise tubes oxx the suction side and I8 cm the
pressure side, inlaid lomediately under the blade surface (see
Fig. 6) . Holes .015 in. in diameter vere drilled from the blade
surface to these tubes at the folloving spanvise stations:
Z « .075 in., .15 in., .25 in., .75 in., 1.0 in., 5.0 in., and
8,0 in. The tube ends vere connected to m\altiple tube water
manometers for measurement purposes. These blades alloved the
determination c^ static pressure distribution at the spanvise
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0tationB listed above. Several means of inlaying tubes inmediately
iinder the blade surfaces were att&apted. See Appendix B for de-
tails of this problem and hov it vas solved.
The probe used in taking measurements downstream of the cas-
cade^ plane (B) , was mounted i^>on a traversing mechanism \diich
allowed petitioning of the probe in the X, Y, and Z directions.
A flexible shaft -gearing system between the traversing mechanism
and c<»itrol board ]^ovided means of pitching and yawing the probe.
See Fig. 1-2 and Ref . ^ for details of constructicm and operaticm
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Prior to testlxig any blade tip Blots, a stagnation pressure
traverse of the constant area duct in plane (A) vas made without
the cascade installed. Because earlier reports had indicated a
imifana boundasry layer thiclmess in the center 8ecti(» of the
duct, a three -inch Y spacing of the stagnation pressure read-
ings vas deemed sufficient to verify earlier reports. This tra-
verse seemed to indicate a xmiform boundary layer thickness and
the Investigaticai proceeded vith a dovnstream txraverse of the
standard blade. ThiB traverse, however, indicated serious dif*
ferences in the flow conditions within channels k, ^, and 6.
Another traverse in plane (A) vith reading points more closely
spaced (Fig. 1-a) indicated a thickening of the boundary layer
to the right of the duct center -line.
A visual test of the flow within the tunnel nozzle axid duct,
by means of raioke streams, confirmed the previously measured
boundary layer thickening. These tests were made by observing
the flow through the nozzle and duct frcm within the tunnel
plenua. Smoke streams were produced by soaking the cloth tip
of a wand in titanium-tetrachloride. Holding the wand in the
flow allowed the moistxxre in the air to react with the titanixm-
tetrachloride to prodxice a visible smcdce stream. These visual
tests indicated that the flow along the upper wall of the
asymmetrical nozzle enteired from each side of the txumel plenum.
These two flows met aa. the upper wall. Just above the nozzle
entrance, and rolled up into vortex filsments. These vortices
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vere bcnmded oa the top Mali and extended throu^ the nozzle
and down the ccxuBtant area duct. The schefflatlc diagram belov
Bhovs the nature of this flow.
^e most simple method of resnoving this vortex veis boundary-
layer suction. Since the region between the nozzle fairing and
outer plenum wall was open to atmosphere, a pressure differen-
tial of approximately 2.3 Inches of water existed across this
fairing. Thus slots in this fedrlng would provide boundary-
layer suction. Numerous slots of various dimensions and at
various locations were tried. It was found that the vortices
continued to form in the reglcn between the slot and the nozzle
entrance if the slot was made well up on the fairing. If the
slot was placed closer to the nozzle entrance, the pressure
differential across the slot was too low, because of increased
fluid velocity, to provide stxffielent suction. It was also
found that the slot size had to be larger at the center to pro-
vide sufficient suction at the center. The slot which produced
the best flow c(»dltlons at the duct exit is shown In the diagram
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A stagnaticm pressiire s^id yav angle traverse of the duct
exit indicated that althou^ improved, the boiindary layer thick-
ening still existed. It vas decided that the complete removfiil
of the boiindary layer Jiist doynstream of the nozzle vas necessary
«
For this purpose the Joint between the nozzle exit and the con-
stant area duct vas broken and a secticm, which included an














As indicated in the diagram above, tvo centriTugal blowers
vere required becaiise tbe static pressure at this section vas
below atmospheric -preeavre. The vacxxuea produced at the suction
slot exit was three inches of water.
The stagnaticm pressxire and yaw angle contours at the duct
exit, iising both slots, are shown in Fig. 7-1* These contours
were considered sufficiently nlform so that upstream irregulari-




As the spanvlse pressure gradients and the static pressure
distribution oa the blades are Important factors In secondary
tloM, It vias desirable In this Investigation to measure these
quantities. Two 1IACA 6^09 profile blades were constructed to*
provide a means of making these measurements (Fig . 3) • It wgls
determined that approximately 20 static pressure readings on
the suction surface and 20 on the pressxire surface at each span-
vise station would be required to provide a good static pressure
distribution ciirve. Several methods of constructing special
blades for mfAIng these measuresients were attempted. Tbe first
method of construction consisted oft machining the blade from
brass stock, milling .0^0 in. ^ooves along the blade surface
in a spanvise direction, laying .0^9 in. stainless steel
tubing in the grooves, filling over the grooves with lead base
solder, and drilling .01^ in. diameter holes from the blade sur-
face to the tubing at the various spanvise directions vhere the
static pressure distribution on the blade surface was to be de-
termined. Several difficulties were encountered in this method
of c<xistructlc»i . The relief of macrostresses during the milling
process tended to warp the blade. When filling the grooves vith
solder, the uneven beating tended to bov the stainless steel
tubes. Because the exact position of the tiibes could not be
determined after the solder was applied, it was very difficult
to drill the .015 in. holes from the blade surface to the center
of the tubing. Many drills were broken because the drills tended
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to slide off the tiibing after having penetrated the solder. In
cleaning the excess solder from around the grooves^ the solder
vas undercut leaving the blade surface Irregular. In general,
this method of coistructlon proved to be xxosuccessfiil.
The second method of construction cooBisted of: oilllng
X/32 in. grooves In the brass stock, then machining the blade
shape, laying lubricated piano wire in the grooves, covering
the grooves with a tin base solder, vlthdraving the piano vlre
and drilling .013 in* holes from the blade surfaces to the
longitudinal hole left by the piano vlre. One blade (Fig. 3)
vas made by this method. Although successful, this method of
construction proved to be difficult in several respects. The
principal difficulty -was vlthdraving the piano vlre. Several
lubricants vere tried, Inclxading graphite, a mixture of grease
and graphite, and collodlal graphite. The only lubricant that
proved to be partially successful vas Super Lubricant penetrat-
ing oil. In ccxisidering the use of this method of construction
it must be remembered that the speui length is an laqportant
feu;tor in detexminlng the ease vith vhlch the piano vlre can
be vlthdravn. It Is felt that this method of construction
vould be more successful vith a blade of shorter span.
The third method of construction vas siailar to the first
method, and vas iised in constructing the second blade (Fig. 5) •
The only difference vas, rather than xising stainless steel tubing
brass tubes of .06^ in. diameter vas used, and a tin base solder
vas \ised rather than a lead base. This eliminated the principal
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difficulties encountered with the first method. The larger
diameter of tubing, however, limited the number of tubes to
ei^teen. This method of construction is reccomiended \ihere the
profile thickness allows the installaticsi of a sufficient number
of tubes.

Cascade and Trayersing Meci^anism








Fig. 3 - Pressure Tap Blades
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